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ABSTRACT
The efficient utilization of the finite radio spectrum by the use of Cognitive Radios has
generated immense interest in Cognitive Radio Network management. With most indices
projecting an increase in wireless Radio devices and users; a situation that will further
congest a portion of the limited radio space, this interest will likely increase. As Radio
Spectrum policies adapt to the scarcity of radio spectrums, further liberalization that
could promote further the use of Cognitive Radios is a likely scenario, but the
management of such Networks is not quite rudimentary. Researches are seeking more and
more novel ways to ensure that Cognitive radios conform to policy regulations that
strictly forbid any infringement on primary services. The complexity of Spectrum usage
and the multitude of variables required for adequate service delivery has necessitated the
use of intelligent methods to manage and coordinate these networks. This paper will
attempt to review a portion of such intelligent methods that have been inspired by
natural observations and occurrences; these nature inspired models of computing,
motivated by evolutionary procedures that have undergone thousands or even millions of
years of iterative optimization have persistently proven resilient and adaptable at
solving complex computational problems. The review will concentrate on Genetic
Algorithms and Artificial Neural Networks; the paper will explore the use of these
intelligent models in the holistic management of Cognitive Radio Networks.
Keywords- Cognitive Radio Networks; Artificial Intelligence; Evolutionary Computation;
Spectrum Management; Nature Inspired Computing

INTRODUCTION
Research by the Federal Communications

Commission in the United States and Ofcom in
the United Kingdom has found that many radio
communications spectrums such as paging,
military and amateur radio spectrums are
being significantly underutilized (Jayaraj et
al.. 2014). This in contrast to cellular
communication bands that are found to be
overloaded. With similar researches showing
the correlation between spectrum usage and
time and geography, inquiry into the possible
usage of such infrequently used frequency
spectrums require the development a new
form radio that can opportunistically detect
and exploit underutilized spectrums while at
the same time not preventing the usage of
such spectrums by their intended users when
the need to do so arises (Jayaraj et al.. 2014).

Cognitive Radios are a form of intelligent
radios capable of sensing their environment
and operating by dynamically altering their
internal configuration to deliver service across

a multitude of available radio spectrums
(Saleem and Rehmani, 2014). First proposed
by Josepth Mitola and Gerald Maguire in 1999,
the radio can intelligently change its
transmission and or reception parameters in
order to increase the efficiency of the
wireless network which it is part of (Jayaraj
et al.. 2014). Cognitive radios are according to
Jayraj et al. (2014) an extension of software
defined radios built in order to increase the
flexibility of wireless communication networks
with intelligent agents. This convention that
integrates computational intelligence with
wireless communication was developed out of
the need to discover new ways to cope with
the increase in wireless devices utilizing a
finite radio spectrum. Although a final
conception is still in development, according
to Goldsmith et al.. (2009) any wireless
communication system that intelligently
exploits network information such as usage,
channel condition, co-operative messages etc.
may qualify as a cognitive radio.
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Integrating network policy and regulatory
constraints with network information,
cognitive radio systems my underlay, overlay
or interweave their signals with those of
existing users; when done in a optimal fashion,
such overlaying or interweaving of signals
while not significantly affect any primary or
secondary users of channel and will ideally
enhance the overall efficiency of the network
(Goldsmith et al., 2009).

According to Lui, Nasser and Hassane in
(2013) the main forms of underutilized or
unused spectrum bands called spectrum holes
or white spaces consist of either Spectrum
bands in which the maximum throughput of
the spectrum is being utilized at intervals
(called a Type B Spectrum) and bands in which

the maximum throughput is only
intermittently exploited, this is denoted as a
type A spectrum.

While type A bands are more common with
an 85 percent average rate of occurrence,
type B bands are easier to detect and exploit.
The exploitation of type A bands by
simultaneously and using in parallel the band
with a licensed user is called Underlay while
the approach to type B bands in which an
unlicensed user (usually called the Secondary
user) only uses the band when the licensed
user (usually called the primary user) is not
using the band is called overlay (Lui, et al.
2013). Figure A and B below are
representations of Type A and Type B bands
respectively.

 

Figure A, A type A network Band (Lui et al.2013)

 

Figure B, A type B network band, (Lui et al. 2013)

According to Lui, Nasser and Hassanein,
(2013), Such opportunistic exploitation of
frequency bands requires that cognitive radios
posses the abiliy to detect spectrum holes in
prospective bands (Spectrum Sensing) and to
decide the proper way to share the spectrum
with other users (Spectrum Sharing/Spectrum
assignment).

According to Kaur (2013) these capabilities
broadly called Dynamic Spectrum Management
are the main features of the Cognitive Radio
Network, achieved by the use of the Software
Defined Radio. Other requisite features of the
Cognitive Radio Network include an
autonomous security mechanism; intelligent
evolutionary scheme to guide network
adaptability and satisfactory autonomous
optimization (kaur, 2013).

These nontrivial processes may require the
employment of advance computational
schemes like Artificial intelligence and Nature
Inspired Computation. Nature Inspired
Computation involves computational
undertakings motivated by the observation of
natural systems, more frequently biological
and evolutionary system (Duan et al.. 2014)

Although nature inspired computation
encompasses a broad spectrum computational
strategies; these strategies according to Duan
et al.. (2014) all share the common process of
discerning the similarities between a
computational task and a natural/ biological
system and then transferring the strategies of
the natural system to solve the computational
task.
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The redundancy, adaptability and
numerous other computational constraints
inherent in computer networking has made it
a viable candidate for nature inspired
solutions. According to Duan et al. (2014) the
scalability intrinsic to agent based natural
systems and their rigid adaptability molded by
natural selection have made structures
motivated by natural phenomena like ant
colonies and immune systems good candidates
for managing computer networks.

According to Dressler and Akan (2010), the
need for network stability and network
efficiency under uncertain conditions has
given the autonomic and distributed
organization of biologically inspired
networking a competitive advantage over
other networking models. In particular,
Dressler and Akan (2010) have sighted the
small number of simple rules needed to give
rise to systems of immense complexity and
the autonomous yet equilibrium-achieved
functioning of most natural systems as
encouragements.

This review will focus particularly on
Genetic Algorithms; inspired by natural
evolution and Artificial Neural Networks;
motivated by the computational nature of
biological brains. Section II of this paper will
review the use of and proposed use of these
algorithms in the management of Cognitive
Radio Networks and Section III of the paper
will attempt to make an intuitive comparison
of the reviewed proposals. In Section IV The
paper will attempt to make deductions from
this comparison and propose solutions to
possible gaps within the various methods.

NATURE INSPIRED NETWORKING

The heuristic and cognitive requirements of
cognitive radio networks are plausible
motivators for the use of Nature inspired
network management protocols in there
administration. Dressler and Akan (2010) have
demonstrated the vaiblity of using the
optimization mechanism of the classical Ant
Colony Optimization algorithm in the
optimization of cognitive-like networks. They
have successfully demonstrated the viability
of ACO and the classical Artificial Immune
System model in the management of wireless
sensor and radio sensor networks. This
review will concentrate on relatively newer
theorizations that employ Nature Inspired
Networking models for the administration of
cognitive radio networks.
In particular, The review the works of Jayaraj
et al. (2014); looking at their utilization of
Genetic algorithms for channel optimization
in cognitive radio networks; Lui et al. (2013),
Adeel et al. (2014) looking into their
exploitation of Artificial Neural Networks to
assist the learning schemes of cognitive radio
networks and finally, in order to allay the
concerns cited by Duan et al.. (2014) who
hinted that the evolutionary nature of nature
inspired computation, disciplined in the
selfish and brute survival mechanisms of
natural selection might potentially eliminate
useful and necessary components of networks,
The review will highlight the work of Jo et al.
(2014) who have used the same nature
inspired tools to detect and counteract the
selfish attacks in cognitive radio networks.

Gentic Algorithms in the Management of Cognitive Radio Networks
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Figure C, Structure of a Genetic Algorithm (Kaligorou, 2011)
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Genetic Algorithms are heuristic algorithms
from the evolutionary algorithm family of
learning algorithms inspired by the process of
natural selection.(Zhao et al., 2012).
According to Sonnenberg et al., (2012), the
suitability of Genetic Algorithms in finding
multi objective solutions while using simple
initialization protocols is the main motivation
for their use in the management of Cognitive
Radio Networks. Figure C above is flowchart
describing the different steps in a classical
genetic algorithm.

Genetic Algorithms in general, involve the
following series of steps; Initialization, where
the main performance parameters are
selected and represented as Genes which in
turn are bonded to form Chromosomes;
Fitness Calculation, where a suitable fitness
function is used to calculate the fitness of
each organism which in turn is a composition
of different chromosomes; Selection, where
the most fit individuals/ organisms are
selected for the next evolutionary step;
Crossover-Mutation, which involves the
generation of the next evolutionary
generation to succeed the most fit
individuals/organism. These steps are then
iteratively repeated until an optimal solution
to the problem is found (Zhao et al., 2012).

For a reasonable appreciation of the above
stages, genetic algorithms must then involve
an approximate genetic illustration of a given
problem, a suitable optimization function in
order to determine the fitness of solutions,
Parameters represented as genetic operators
and criteria for the termination of the
iterative process (Jayraj et al., 2014).

Depending on the particular problem being
faced, different authors have proposed
different alterations to the above stages in
order to properly compensate for the
uniqueness of their problem spaces. Zhao et

al., (2012) for instance proposed a fitness
value scale transformation that transforms the
fitness of the individual chromosomes after
evaluation by the fitness function using a
linear scale transformation process; this
according to authors was to prevent the
algorithm from falling into a premature
convergence. This novel adaptation by Zhao et
al. (2012) do however have a remedy inbuilt
into the classical Genetic Search algorithm, in
order to prevent premature convergence into
a local maxima, Diversity testing and
degenerative measures that will start the
algorithmic process anew when the fitness
gradient falls below a certain threshold have
been used (Jayraj et al. 2014). This succession
of generations using absolute fitness,
according to Jayraj et al. (2014) is known as
elitism and although it possess certain
advantages, its capacity to thwart the early
convergence of the algorithm may necessitate
measures to compel the computational
process seek diversity above strict fitness
(Jayraj et al. 2014).

According to Aslam and Lee (2012), the
potential of Genetic algorithms for
parallelization, their capacity to operate well
in large problem spaces and as well as their
ability to solve for opposing parameters adds
to their suitability in Cognitive radio network
management.

Aslam and Lee (2012) applied a genetic
algorithm scheme to the problem of channel
selection and parameter adaptation in
cognitive radio and adhoc networks. Using a
classical like- approach, they adopted the
channel’s Frequency Band, Modulation, Bit
Error Rate, Data Rate, Power, Interference to
primary User index and Transmission
Opportunity Index as Genes in the algorithm.
Using the following objective functions:

(1)
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With DR=Data Rate, PWR= power, ber= Bit
Rate, ITPU = interference to primary user,
TOI= transmission opportunity index, dr =
desired date, dc= data on channel, p = power
required for transmission, pbe= average BER, I
= interference and n = future opportunity
index.
Running 100 simulations with 200 iterations of
the genetic algorithm, the algorithm
successfully reduced the number of channel
switching’s needed, minimized delay and
saved transmission power. (Aslam and Lee,
2012)
Hei et al., (2014) also adopted a Genetic
algorithm management scheme to the
problem of spectrum sensing in cognitive radio
networks. The novelty in their scheme was
that it adopted a cooperative system
arrangement to the problem. Genetic
algorithms as cited, with their absolute
adherence to the survival of the fittest
paradigm are often beset by competition
between the active agents. Following the
traditional steps of initialization; evaluation;
selection; crossover; mutation and
termination, the algorithm when compared
with other multi user cooperative spectrum
sensing optimization algorithms, showed
considerable sensing capacity. Its inherent
capacity of multi-dimensional processing
probably allowed it to utilize multiple
antennas to improve sensing performance (Hei
et al., 2014).
Zhao et a, (2012) application of the genetic
algorithm to the problem of parameter
adjustment in Cognitive radio networks was
also unique. The authors used a linear scale
transformation process to prevent local
optima’s. This according to the authors was
ingenious because other methods such as
degenerative repetition or evolutionary jumps
run the risk of increasing significantly the
running time of the algorithm.
Other alterations performed include the
adoption of an adaptive crossover probability
and mutation probability. This probability
measures prevents a chromosome with high
fitness from being changed by the same
probability. (Zhao et al., 2012)
Using this improved algorithm and selecting
the networks bit error ratio; bandwidth, band
efficiency, transmission power, and data rate
as input parameters and selecting a roulette
wheel selection method for fit chromosome
selection, a simulation of the algorithm
showed a faster rate of reaching a global

optimum than the classical genetic algorithm
(using the same parameters). (Zhao et al.,
2012)

Wang et al. (2014) also employed genetic
algorithms for the treatment of the
computationally hard problem of multi QoS-
constant metric routing in cognitive radio
networks. According to Wang et al. (2014)
there were no known algorithms that could
solve a many Quality –of –Service constant
metric routing problem within polynomial
time. They adapted an elitist based
nondominated sorting genetic algorithm. They
were inspired to do so by the success of
genetic algorithms in treating other routing
optimization problems (Wang et al., 2014)
The novelty of their endeavor lies in the six
factors they adopted and implemented in the
routing algorithm, namely: sensation; sense of
spatiality; memorization; learning; reasoning
and emotion. For emotion and reasoning they
employed stochastic instruments to mimic
social devices guided by probabilistic
equations. This remarkable inculcation of
social reasoning to the process of natural
selection was able o yield considerably more
favorable parameters than other routing
algorithms like the QoS guaranteed multicast
routing protocol and the shortest path tree.
Sonnenberg et al., (2012) also performed a
comparative study between a genetic
algorithm and particle swarm optimization
algorithm. When applied to the problem of
the optimization of cognitive radio networks
and Dynamic Spectrum Access in particular,
The network topology metric s discovered by
the Genetic Algorithm proved higher than
those found by the Particle swarm
optimization algorithm. Additionally the
genetic algorithms solutions were found to be
more clustered and genetic algorithm was
found to have an average statistical advantage
of 8.1% over the particle swarm optimization
algorithm.(Sonnenberg et al., 2012).
A comparison between the genetic algorithm
and Tabu search; another algorithm from the
evolutionary algorithm family by Jayaraj et al.
(2014) was however not favorable to the
genetic algorithm. According to Jayraj et al.,
(2014) the Tabu search algorithm
outperformed significantly the genetic
algorithm in terms of routing cost and
execution time. One short coming of their
research however could be their
representation of the problem.
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Jayraj et al., choose to use TDMA, CSMA cells
as genes composing chromosomes in their
computational scheme, this is in stark
contrast to others like Zhao et al. (2012) who
used fundamental parameters like bit error
rate and channel frequency as optimization
parameters.
Artificial Neural Networks in the managemnt

of Cognitive Radio Networks
Artificial neural networks are computational
instruments inspired by the brain and nervous
systems of biological organisms. The immense
cognitive abilities of organic neurons found in
the brains of human beings and other
organisms inspired the mimicry of some the
basic functionalities of these neurons to
create an artificial computational tool.
(Yadav et al. 2014)
Neurons are cells found in the nervous system
and brains of organism that are capable of

performing computational tasks through a
network of connections to other neurons.
These connections through end point known
as synapses which in turn are extensions of
numerous branches known as dendrites are
the principal elements of the neuron.
(Karabacak and Cetin, 2014).
In an artificial imitation of the neuron, a

computational unit composing of similar
networks is designed with a similar
architecture. The exchanges of information
between these artificial networks however
are regulated by a system of weights, which
are bound by an excitation threshold at the
nerve center of the neuron. A signal is then
sent by the artificial neuron If and when this
threshold is reached or breached by a sum of
all the inputs on the neuron’s network.
(Karabacak and Cetin, 2014).
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Figure D. Structure of an Artificial Neuron (Karaback and Cetin, 2014).

In most representations, this threshold is
guided by a mathematical function (called an
activation function) selected for
computational convenience, while the system
of weights are determined in a scheme called
learning, where the neuron is tweaked
according to given inputs so as to recreate a
given output under similar conditions
(Karabacak and Cetin, 2014).
When connected together in a series or a

system of layers, these artificial neurons can
then form a network of dependences
regulated according to a determinable and
changeable scheme, it is these network of
dependencies that become the robust
computational objects used to tackle many
hard computational problems (Karabacak and
Cetin, 2014).
Depending on the given problem being faced

or the modeling paradigm adopted, the
learning process of the artificial neural
network can be either supervised or
unsupervised. In a supervised learning setting,
the Network is given a set of inputs and its

weights tailored to produce a function which
is also an element in a set of allowed
functions (Yadav et al., 2014). In
unsupervised learning, some data is given
with a cost function that will then be
minimized or maximized according to a series
of assumptions known a priori. (Karabacak
and Cetin, 2014).
According to Karabacak and Cetin (2014)

some common cost functions used in artificial
neural network design include the Mean
Squared Error which measures the average
squares or errors and the Gradient Decent; a
classical measure of slope.
There are numerous different models of

constructing artificial neural networks, most
of these are tailored to suit particular
problems or to yield perform easily on certain
physical platforms. Some of these include:
Single Layer Feed Forward Networks, Multiple
Layer Feed Forward Networks, Radial Basis
Function Neural Networks, Recurrent Neural
Networks etc.
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(Karabacak and Cetin, 2014). This paper will
concentrate on Feed Forward Networks and
Hopfield Networks.
Feed Forward neural networks are neural
networks in which information flows in a

linear direction. The networks are structures
in such a way as data ca flow in only one
direction. (Karabacak and Cetin, 2014).

 

Figure E- A Feed Forward Neural network (Karaback and Cetin, 2014)

 

Figure F, A Hopfield Network (Karaback and Cetin,2014)

Hopfield networks on the other hand are
memory optimized neural networks with a
high probability of convergence. The neurons
in a Hopfield network are configured with a
binary threshold thus increasing the
probability of activation (Shokri-Ghadikolaei
et al., 2013).
According to Yadav et al., (2014) millions of
years of evolution and natural selection have
given neurons a remarkable advantage of
other computational models known in nature,
Neurons are among other things able to
create massively parallel computational
networks; represents information and data in
an embarrassingly parallel fashion;
manufacture extensively flexible networks;
create extremely complex systems from
simple representations; create fault tolerant
systems and consume lower energy compared
to other computational systems (Yadav et al.,
2014).
It is these cited advantages that have made
artificial neural networks suitable
computational tools to be adopted for use in
the often-tasking cognitive operations of
Cognitive Radio Networks.
Katidiotis et al., (2010) evaluated the

predictive performance of artificial neural
networks in classifying cognitive radio

networks according to there performances
based on a set of environmental factors.
Using a focused time delay neural network
and a Levenberg – Marquardt algorithm based
training function called Trainlm. They
successful used a range of hidden neuron
layer (5 -30) to train the network on about
5000 data points across 100 epochs to predict
within very short time period (compared to
other curve fitting models) (Katidiotis et al.,
2010).
When applied to problem of spectrum

sensing in cognitive radio networks by Tang et
al., (2010), a configuration of Back
propagation Neural Networks was able to
achieve a sensing probability of 100% under a
Signal Noise Ratio of equal or higher than -
10dB. This performance according to Tang et
al., (2010) was better and more stable than
other detection methods, as usual however,
they cited that the network did experience
significant classification problems when the
Signal Noise Ratio was high. This may be a
result of the fragmentation of the
classification boundaries used by the Neural
Network.
Shokri-Ghadikolaei et al., (2013) also

adapted artificial neural networks in the
management of cognitive radio networks.
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In order to correctly predict the optimum
channel sensing time in a cognitive radio
environment, they used a combination of
Multi Feed Forward Neural Networks and
Kennedy- Chau Neural Networks.(a scheme
based on the Hopfield Model). The multi feed
forward network is used to dispel with the
need to analyze the network environment and
harvest data a priori while the Kennedy –
Chua network was used as the main classifier
module (Shokri-Ghadikolaei et al., 2013).
Configured in cyclic –feed construct, the
entire network was able to produce positive
results with a convergence time of less than
2ns. (Shokri-Ghadikolaei et al., 2013).
DISCUSSION; REFLECTIONS AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

The Future of wireless and indeed wired
networks, given the increase in complexity of
access devices and enormity of data transfer
requirements is no doubt in Cognitive
Networks. The many challenges faced by such
endeavors however necessitate the
development of systems far more advance and
complex than those managing older networks.
This paper proposes that the best way forward
is to look at computational systems that have
successfully faced and overcome similar
complexity challenges; Nature might be such a
system. Natural systems are not unlike
computational systems, Social Biological,
physical and chemical systems have served as
inspirations for novel computational systems
that have successful solved challenging
computational tasks.

Nature inspired systems are not however
without there disadvantages. Biological
Systems (the case subjects of this review)
have been cultivated in the often aggressive
and competitive process of natural selection
and may thus posses’ intrinsic residue
potentials to choose competition over co-
operation even when the latter proves more
advantageous. A synthesis with other nature
inspired models of social interaction (such as
those in tabu search) may serve to dampen
these effects, because as nature competes,
society uses comparative strategies to
accomplish tasks. Researches such as those of
Jayraj et al., (2014) have hinted at the
potential resourcefulness of such endeavors.

A potential problem with the Genetic
Algorithms reviewed in this paper might be
the inherent elitism apparent in the schemes,

such a property while having evolutionary
and computational advantages in terms of
greater computational convergence might also
make vulnerable the system when there is a
major change in environmental variables.
Such schemes that have adapted well to
working under certain conditions might have
to be completely replaced through re-
computation when major changes occur. This
might add to the computational costs of the
system.

Another potential gap in adopting Neural
networks might be in the diverse types of
networks that might be necessary to achieve
optimal results, Shokri-Ghadikolaei et al.,
(2013) exploited Hopfield networks in channel
sensing; logically, the scheme exploited the
energy function used as the networks training
function, this advantage is however confined
to energy level sensing schemes of spectrum
sensing, for a holistic Cognitive Radio
Management Scheme, a large number of
different networks might then be necessary to
exploit the computational benefits of Artificial
Neural Networks. This might be tasking.

Highly multi modal problems might also
prove too complex for cognitive radios using
nature inspired solutions; such high
dimensional problems usually consume large
computational resources, the relatively small
computational ability of small cognitive radios
(especial ad hoc network radios) might greatly
restrict the use of genetic algorithms and
neural networks in these multi-dimensional
environments and as the problem space of
Cognitive radios is ever expanding towards a
Fully Cognitive Radio Network, such a
problem might prove challenging to overcome.
CONCLUSION

The ever-increasing demand for radio
spectrum has generated much interest in the
efficient management of spectrum reuse
technologies like Cognitive Radio Networks.
This review has concentrated on the nature
inspired techniques used to manage and
tackle some the challenges facing such
networks. The paper has reviewed researches
that have conclusively shown the potentials of
nature inspired methods of network
management.

Exploring genetic algorithms, the works of
Wang et al. (2014), Aslam and Lee (2012) have
productively shown the effectiveness of
genetic algorithms in Cognitive radio network
management. The data of Jayraj et al. (2014)
has however not corroborated this.
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The different parameterization schemes
may however be responsible for the
divergence. While Wang et al. (2014),
Sonenberg et al. (2012) and Zhao et al. (2012)
have adopted unique network parameters like
Bit rate and signal noise ratio as denotations
of Genes tin their respective algorithms,
Jayaraj et al., (2014) have instead used
geometric cellular components in their
algorithm; this may have reduced the
optimization capacity of the algorithm.

The survey of artificial neural networks has
generally been assenting; this may be related

to the numerous diverse architectural
structures that such networks can form and
their capacity to integrate multiple models to
form a homogeneous network. The work of
Shokri-Ghadikolaei et al., (2013) is of
particular interest in this regard. The
successful utilization of both multi feed
forwarding networks and kannedy-chua
networks to create a singular network
warrants further deliberation. Similar
synthesis of dissimilar models may hence yield
computational solutions yet to be discovered.
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